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poster project in rollage
charles R french

when we give students the opportunity
to use language as a necessary means to a
real end we better approximate the
conditions in which language is ordinarily
acquired one always having an authentic
communicative goal to which language is
subordinated A class poster project
dedicated to a single theme is one means
to bring such authenticity into classroom
learning

the idea for such a project occurred to
me while browsing through magazines in
a dentistdentists office on the back inside cover
on one id picked up was an advertisement
for an airline whose pictorial focus was a
rollage designed by the czechoslovakian
artist kolar the apparent inventor of the
technique

the technique seemed simple enough in
its essential aspects for children to apply
basically all one needed to do was to
integrate strips from two graphic images
alternating one with the other to form a
composite picture wherein no information
was lost from the originals the challenge
lay in the selection of images whose
integration achieved the desired impact
when interpreted by an appropriate
caption

I1 decided to give this as an assignment
to all my students between 6thath and 12th
grade allowing everyone about a month to
do the job during this period the 6thath
and 7thath graders were required to turn in an
experimental rollage which combined

any two images whatsoever just to make
sure they understood the instructions and

were giving some thought to the
problem the best results from each
course were placed on display on our
schools bulletin board where they
comprised an evocative exposition
underlined in english

of course a significant objective of the
project was the prompting of the reading
and consultation that went into making
meaning of the instructions that appear
below since then they have been
modified somewhat and I1 have no doubt
that others can yet improve upon them and
share every hope that they will

poster project instructions

general theme respect for nature

general guidelines
1 make a poster to promote respect for

our natural environment

2 use rollage the multiimagemulti tech-
nique

image
developed by the czechoslovak-

ian artist kolar

specific instructions
1 find two photo or print images to cut

and paste into a rollage it doesnt
matter if the images are not the same
size

2 use a ruler to draw lines on the back-
side of the images to make strips of
equal width strip width strip for im-
age one may differ from strip width
for image two the aim is to divide
each image into the same number of
total strips
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number the strips to help keep them
in order after they are cut press light-
ly with your pen or pencil

3

cut the images into strips4

5 paste the strips onto a sheet of con-
struction paper alternating the strips
in order from each original image
the construction paper used in this

step may be any color you choose
strip arrangement need not be rectan-
gular

paste your rollage onto a sheet of
white construction paper leaving a
border 4 cm wide at the top and sides
and 5 cm wide at the bottom

6

type or print a caption in two lines on
a piece of white paper 2 cm wide
you determine the length

7

center and paste the caption in the
space beneath your rollage

8

9 write your name and grade on the back
of the poster

10 turn your poster in by the due date

captions

you may choose one of the following
captions to complete your poster or invent

your own make sure your choice fits the
meaning you want your rollage to
convey

1 lets take better care of mother earth
she isnt getting any younger

2 when will we stop mistreating our
we dont have forever

3 all life con ic s from one common
source can we harm

weve got a
relationship worth preserving

5 earth was not created by man lets
stop acting as if we owned the place
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